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NEWS

June 28, 2018

Despite Record Fines, UK Gaming Firms Still
Do Not Vet Client Funds: Regulator

 
By Koos Couvée

Casinos in the United Kingdom frequently expose themselves to money laundering

risks by not verifying the source of patrons’ income, U.K. regulators claimed Thursday.

In a 29-page report, the Gambling Commission noted common weaknesses in anti-

money laundering programs throughout the U.K. casino sector, reiterated its concern

over longstanding compliance vulnerabilities in online gaming �rms and warned that

the current regulatory strategy of imposing increasingly costly �nancial penalties in

response to such violations will continue.

Among the chief vulnerabilities listed in the report, which covers April 2017 through

March of this year, are that many casinos neither vet funds from clients whose wagers

fall below a certain threshold nor challenge answers VIP customers give to income-

related inquiries.

“Often, simple open-source checks can cast doubt on assertions or assurances given by

such customers,” the Commission claimed. “We have seen repeated examples of

individual, high-spending customers ‘slipping through the net.’”

Clients who engage in compulsive gambling also frequently go unnoticed by U.K.

gaming sta�, according to the report.
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“The casework has shown the industry continues to face issues with problem gamblers

who steal in order to fund their gambling activities, and in some cases did not do

enough to protect the consumer or tackle money laundering risks,” the Gambling

Commission concluded in the report. “To this extent, AML [anti-money laundering]

issues often overlap with safer gambling themes.”

Casinos’ vulnerability to money launderers and problem gamblers remains

unaddressed despite the total value of �nes levied by the Gambling Commission from

April 2017 through March 2018 having reached a record high.

After assessing just £1.6 million against two �rms from April 2016 to March 2017, the

regulator issued £18 million in AML-related and other penalties against nine gaming

�rms in the 12 months up to and including March of this year.

Recent AML enforcement actions issued by the Gambling Commission emphasize the

crossover between problem gaming and money laundering risk cited in the report.

The regulator disclosed June 20 that Gibraltar-based online casino 32Red would pay a

£2 million penalty for violating AML rules and failing to protect a consumer from

gambling-related harm.

An investigation found 32Red awarded a customer who deposited £758,000 from

November 2014 to November 2017 bene�ts and bonuses despite at least 22 separate

incidents indicating the client was a problem gambler.

In February, gaming �rm William Hill agreed to pay a record £6.2 million for its

“systemic senior management failure” to prevent money laundering and protect

customers. The company allowed 10 patrons to deposit large sums of stolen cash from

November 2014 to August 2016.

“People think about money laundering as the washing of lots of criminal cash, but in the

gambling sector it’s almost always problem-gambling related—people who can’t control

their addiction and steal money to continue gambling,” Andrew Tait, a lawyer with

Gordon Dadds in London, told ACAMS moneylaundering.com.
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Recent regulatory and criminal investigations also show that gaming �rms must view

gamblers whose jobs give them access to their employer’s funds as particularly high-

risk, Tait said, adding that clients who pay with corporate credit cards immediately

qualify for enhanced due-diligence.

“If someone is a �nancial controller at a company and is spending a lot of money in a

casino, you should query whether it’s actually theirs.”

Online casinos have also drawn attention from the Gambling Commission throughout

the �nancial year.

In January, the regulator directed all 197 U.K.-registered online gaming businesses to

review and potentially upgrade their compliance programs after a sector-wide inquiry

found widespread failures to adopt a risk-based approach, keep records current and

ensure sta� awareness of AML rules.

The regulator disclosed that month that it is investigating 17 of the �rms and

considering revoking the licenses of �ve others for neglecting to assess risk, vet clients,

report suspicious activity and train sta� how to spot money launderers.

The investigations are ongoing and mark the �rst brought by the regulator into U.K.-

registered, online-only casinos, which together account for a third of the British gaming

market.

The Gambling Commission has to date refrained from revoking licenses and instead

allowed �rms to resolve their cases by donating to charities, compensating victims or

undertaking some other form of remedial action.

That policy is likely to change given the frequency of systemic or repeated failings, David

Clifton, a London-based gambling law consultant, wrote in an email to

moneylaundering.com.

“The Commission’s patience has worn extremely thin that operators have not appeared

to learn su�ciently from others’ mistakes,” Clifton said. “I also expect to see them

holding not only the MLRO [money laundering reporting o�cer] but also directors and
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senior management individuals more directly accountable for a company’s AML

failings.”
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